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Abstract 
An odometry system that mobile robot uses for posi- 
tioning has cumulative error because of wheels’ slippage 
and uneven ground. It causes a risk of collision to obsta- 
cles. Therefore, we propose a path evaluation method 
for a mobile robot based on a risk of collision. 

To evaluate a robot’s path, we define an evaluation 
value as an integral of a risk of collision along the path. 
To evaluate the risk of collision at  each point, we use 
an estimated positioning error generated in the odom- 
etry system. Using the evaluation method, the robot 
can plan a path based on a risk of collision, not the 
shortest path. We also consider sensing points planning 
for position adjustment of the mobile robot, based on 
the same approacb. Some examples of path evaluation 
results support a validity of the proposed method. 

1 Introduction 
This research aims to construct a path evaluation method 
for navigation of a mobile robot based on a risk of col- 
lision. Many types of wheeled mobile robots use an 
odometry system to estimate its position and orienta- 
tion. However, the odometry system has a cumulative 
positioning error problem because of wheels’ slippage, 
uneven ground and errors of robot’s model. It causes 
a risk of collision to  obstacles. To reduce the risk, the 
robot should choose safer path before starting naviga- 
tion. Therefore, to evaluate robot’s path is an important 
for mobile robot’s navigation. 

To evaluate a risk of collision, we review a method 
to express the positioning error (or uncertainty) by an 
error ellipse. Then, we define a risk of collision as the 
inverse of Mahalanobis distance of the error ellipse that 
contacts obstacles. In other words, a risk of collision is 
increased while its error ellipse is expanded. 

On the other hand, to reduce a positioning error 
caused by an odometry system, usually external seu- 
sor is used to adjust the robot’s position by detecting 
known landmarks. Therefore, we assume that a risk of 
collision can be reduced by sensing landmarks. 

On the basis of above features of a risk of collision, we 
propose a path evaluation method as an integral of a risk 
of collision along a path. To evaluate the risk of collision 
at each point, we use a positioning error generated in the 
odometry system. 

In this paper, we introduce a method of estimating 
positioning error of a mobile robot using an odometry 
system. Then we propose a method to evaluate paths 
based on a risk of collision. Finally we show two sim- 
ulation examples of path evaluation with a use of an 
external sensor. 

2 Previous Works 
Usually, path evaluation is discussed together with al- 
gorithms of path planning. A variety of algorithms for 
path planning of mobile robots are summarized in 151. 
In many of these approaches, safe path for mobile robot 
is considered as further path from obstacles. However, 
we have an experience that ‘Lfurther path” is not enough 
solution for safety navigation in real environment. 

To improve it, “path planning method based on a 
risk of collision” was proposed in 171. This approach 
uses an evaluation function to minimize a risk of col- 
lision, related with a positioning error of the mobile 
robot and sensing costs. However, the positioning error 
was assumed to be increased monotonously according 
to robot’s motion, and positional relationship between 
a robot and obstacles was not considered. 

From the point of view of robot’s positioning, there 
were several researches that uses positional uncertainty 
for a mobile robot by an odometry system. Theoreti- 
cal discussion of expression of the uncertainty was ar- 
ranged in [6]. Moon et al. [3] and Kosaka et  al. [l] 
proposed a method of “vision based navigation” for a 
mobile robot with considering uncertainty of an odom- 
etry system. Komoriya et al. proposed an acquisition 
method of the most appropriate landmark, with consid- 
ering odometry error [4]. Roy et al. proposed “coastal 
navigation approach”. It minimizes the likelihood of 
getting lost by navigating neighbor area of the map that 
have high information content [SI. 

In above approaches, a risk of collision is considered 
while robot is navigated. However, those are not consid- 
ered at  the stage of path planning. In ow approach, we 
evaluate some path candidates to select the optimal one 
in path planning stage, with estimating positioning er- 
ror of the robot and considering positional relationship 
between a robot and obstacles. 

3 Criteria and Assumptions for Path Eval- 
uation 

We m u m e  the following conditions 

Our target robot is a wheeled mobile robot that 
has an odometry system that estimates robot’s p* 
sition and orientation. 

A positioning error in the odometry system can 
be reduced by detecting landmarks using external 
sensors. (E.g. vision sensor.) 

e The robot knows a start point, a goal point and 
static environment model that includes obstacles 
and sensing points. 

The shape of the robot is assumed to be circle for 
path evaluation. 
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In above assumptions, we assume that the robot al- 
ready knows some path candidates from a start point 
to a goal. Then our path evaluation method selects a 
better path for the robot’s navigation from the point of 
view of a risk of collision. 

In our experience, “further path from obstacles” is 
not enough for a path evaluation based on safety. There- 
fore, we consider that the path that keeps “low risk of 
collision” is better for a robot’s navigation. We define 
that a path is evaluated by integrating a risk of collision 
from the start point to the goal. To evaluate the risk of 
collision at each point, we use a positioning error gener- 
ated in the odometry system. In this paper, we propose 
a path evaluation method based on above criteria. 

4 Position Estimation and Positioning Er- 
ror in an Odometry System 

In this section, we introduce a method that expresses 
uncertainty of position in an odometry system. Basi- 
cally we regard a covariance matrix (that defines an er- 
ror ellipse) as uncertainty of robot’s position, that was 
discussed in 161. A model of the target robot is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

4.1 Covariance Matrix of Positioning Error 
When a position and orientation of the robot are ex- 
pressed by (z[t], y[t], O[t]), and velocity and angular ve- 
locity are expressed by (w[t],u[t]), position and velocity 
vectors are expressed by following equation, 

where T means transposition. 

T 

Figure 1: Model of a robot with power wheeled steering 

Then the position after sampling time .[sec] is ex- 
pressed by 

\ 41 / 
where n[t] is the error caused by calculation error and 
other errors. 

Now f(P[t],V[t]) is expressed as the right side of 
equation (3) expect m[t], P[t] is an estimated posi- 
tion of P[t], AP[t] is the error of it, V[t] is the ob- 
served velocity of V[t] and AV[t] is the error of it. In 
this case, AP[t], AV[t] and n[t] (expectation values) are 
small enough. 

Using above expression, P[t+r] is regarded as follow- 
ing equation by using second order of Tayler expansion. 

P[t + r]=f(P[t], V[t]) + m[t] (4) 

=f(P[t] + AP[t], V[t] + AV[t]) + m[t] (5) 

~ f (P[t ] ,V[t ] )  + j[t]AV[t] + k[t]AV[t] + m[t] 
(6) 

(7) =P[t + r] + AP[t + T ]  

where j[t] and k[t] are Jacobian matrix as follows 

In our case, a robot with “power wheeled steering mech- 
anism” (in Fig.1) is assumed as a target robot. There- 
fore (8) and (9) are expanded as following. 

According to the fact of P[t + 71 = f(P[t],V[t]) in (6) 
and (7), updated equation of the error AP[t + 71 is ex- 
presses as 

AP[t + T] = j[t]AP[t] + k[t]AV[t] + m[t] .  (12) 

where AP[t],AV[t] and n[t] are non-correlated each 
other. 

On the other hand, covariance matrix Xp[t] is ex- 
pressed as 

X P [ ~ ]  = E(AP[t]AP[tlT) (13) 

..&I %[tl UYdtI 
U&] u,e[t] us[tI2 

U~[t]’ U&; u.e[tl 

Therefore, updated equation of the covariance matrix 
Xp[t] per sampling time  sec] is, 

Xp[t + T] = jXp[tfiT + kXv[t]kT + r Z X n [ t ]  (15) 

where Xv[t] and X,[t] are expressed as follows. 

Xv[t] = E(AV[t]AV[t]’) (16) 
X.[t] = E(n[t]n[tIT). (17) 

4.2 

To calculate covariance matrix Xp[t + TI  in (15), we 
should figure out a covariance matrix Ev[t]. 

In Fig.1, estimated rotational speeds of wheels are 
expressed by &[t] and G , [ t ] ,  the estimated radii of wheels 
are Rz and a, and the estimated tread is T. Then 

Covariance Matrix of Velocity Error 
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an estimated value of velocity (Oo[t]) and the angular 
velocity wo[t] are expressed by following equation. 

(18) 
&C,[t] + Rlfil[t] 

2 
OO[t] = 

In this research, we assume that the errors of rot& 
tional speed are ignored, because the encoder is very 
accurate. 

radii and tread, and Am as the error of m. 
Then, we define m as the estimated vector of wheel 

m = [ R ,  a + I T  (20) 

Am = [ A &  A &  AT I T .  (21) 

Then, the covariance matrix of velocity error &[t] is 
expressed as follows. 

= L[t]E,,,L[t]T (23) 
where E,,, is a covariance matrix of wheel rotational 
speeds, wheel radii and tread error. These are non- 
correlated, therefore it is expressed as 

E,,, = E(AmAmT) (24) 

= ( OR, ' ) (25) 
0 0 Up 

where L[t] is Jacobian matrix as follows 

Once we assume each variance in the equation (25), 
we can calculate a covariance matrix Xv[t] in (22), and 
the covariance matrix of position uncertainty can he u p  
dated using the equation (15). 

4.3 Error Ellipse 
Usually, a robot's position uncertainty is expressed by 
an error ellipse that is calculated by a covariance matrix 
(14) as follows. 

(28) 
This equation indicates an error ellipse of Maha- 

lanobis distance D, and the center of the ellipse corre- 
sponds to the estimated position (2,y) using an odome- 
try system. The robot exists inside an error ellipse in a 
certain probability depending on Mahalanobis distance 
D .  For example, in case that D is equal to 1, the proba- 
bility that the robot exists in the error ellipse is 39.4%. 
The larger Mabalanobis distance extends, the larger the 
probability becomes. Please keep in your mind that we 
focus on a relation between a circular robot and ohsta- 
cles, so the parameter of an orientational error does not 
have to be included to express this error ellipse. 

4.4 Simulation of Positioning Error 
We have simulated an estimation of positioning error 
using above method. We assume that each wheel radius 
(&, &) is 63[mm], and it's tread T is 399[mm]. Each 
standard deviation of the wheel (uR~,uR,) is l.O[mm], 
and that of the tread UT is l.O[mm]. Each initial value of 
the standard deviation of the positioning error is noth- 
ing. In that assumption, the robot traces a straight 
line lO[m], turns in 90[deg] and traces a straight line 
lO[m]. The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 
2. The ellipses of "Mahalanobis distance=3" (an exis- 
tence probability of a robot in each ellipse is equal to 
98.9%) are drawn in this figure. The longer the robot 
navigates, the worse the estimated position becomes. 
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Figure 2: Simulation of positioning error by an odome- 
try system 

5 Path Evaluation 

5.1 Evaluation of a Risk of Collision 
Tu waluatr a risk of i:olliaiun, w ronsider the esrimarrd 
positioning error of a ruhot anal pu,iriond relarrnrrsliip 
between the robot and obsracles. We defiue an t ! d  

uation mctliod usiug errur cllip~o i i i  equation (28), 
follows. 

Firzr, ne focus on thi, covuianw uarrix of rhe puai- 
timing (mor at a point x on  the. given path Then. wr 
iucriww hlahalanobiA disrimcr D of eyuatim (2d).  I t  
r i iJea  an iirror ellipse expand, and we cnririnue this ex- 
pauiion unt i l  the error ellipse rnr~racts an disrac.lr. In 
t h i s  papcr, we call the ellipst! that rniirwr, tu an oh- 
i twl r  at point x &- 'rriayiriiu~~i cllipsa", and we dcfiiic 
'.DntUr(r)'' ;L* the parauetrr of Ilahalanubs distancc. ar 
point x Figurr 3 ahuws ihrs iclra. In rliis figiirt!. \la- 
h;il;inobis distance i> iugwased uutd the crmr rllipsr is 
contacted iln obsrac:lc,. lJ.,,",(r) IS equd IO the  value of 
the MaLalanubis distance when the t'llipsr jusr couracrs 
tn the ubstacle. lberefure. rhi, robot is safe w i t h i n  a 
crrraiun prohability iu thc clhpu.. 'I'lic prcbability 1s rbi- 
oretically cdculatrd by Mahalanuhis disrance D,.,,, ( r ) .  
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Figure 3 Evaluation of risk of collision 

We consider that a risk of collision strongly relates to 
a “distance to obstacles” and ‘positioning uncertainty” 
at each position. Therefore we define a risk of collision 
u(z) at each position z as following equation. 

In above equation, the bigger the probability of the ex- 
istence, the smaller the risk of collision becomes. Con- 
versely, if the probability of existence closes to 0%, the 
risk of collision U(.) diverges to infinity. 

On the other hand, the positioning error can be de- 
creased by sensing landmarks using external sensor (E.g. 
by vision sensor). After adjustment of robot’s position, 
the value of covariance matrix decreases, and an amount 
of the adjustment depends on sensing method. In our 
evaluation method, we assume that the variances of p u  
sitioning error in equation (14) becomes a b e d  value by 
sensing landmarks. 

5.2 Evaluation of a Path 
Next, we describe an evaluation of a risk of collision 
along a given path. We define an evaluation value of 
the path as a value of integral of a risk u(z) along the 
robot’s path. Therefore, evaluation value of the path Li 
is expressed by a value of integral “u(z)”, as follows. 

U = J,.,,, u(z)dz. (30) 

This means that a continuance of risky condition is 
not reasonable for a robot. The evaluation value be- 
comes worse when a risky condition for the robot con- 
tinues in its navigation. 

5.3 
In equation (30), the maximum value of U(.) is not con- 
sidered. However, it would be better not to  select the 
path that includes extreme risky part temporarily, be- 
cause the evaluation is considered as a value of integral. 
For example, let us think about a path that includes 
very narrow part. In this case, a risk of collision be- 
comes high while the robot passes through the narrow 
part. However, evaluation value U in (30) doesn’t al- 
ways become large because U is a value of integral. 

To avoid such absurdity, we add an idea to exclude 
paths that include extreme risky part. The maximum 
risk is calculated by U(=) in (29), and its threshold is 
defined by a path planner. (If he thinks that the robot 
needs to take a safer path, the threshold should be 
smaller.) 

Exclusion of Risky Path Candidates 

5.4 Concrete Example of Our Evaluation 
Method 

To clear the proposed evaluation method, we introduce 
a concrete example, shown in Figure 4. In this example, 
the robot simply goes straight along a corridor. In this 
figure, ‘(standard ellipse” (Mahalanobis distance is con- 
stant) is drawn by broken line, and “maximum ellipse” 
is drawn by solid line. 

When the robot does not use external sensors to ad- 
just its position, monotonously a risk of collision U(.) in- 
creases along the corridor (xl,xZ,x3 in Figure 4). When 
the robot adjusts its position by detecting the landmark 
at the sensing point between x3 and x4, a risk of col- 
lision 4 2 4 )  decreases to lixed value. That is because 
a variance of positioning error decreases, and it causes 
that Dmor(z) increases. 

. . .  . . .  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  U(X3) > u(x2) > u(x1)  > U(X4) :1:1 
U = U(X1) + (X2) + U(X3) + u(x4) 

. .  . . .  . .  . .  . . .  . . .  :I:! . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Figure 4 Evaluation of risk of collision 

6 Example of Path Evaluation 
We applied proposed evaluation method to two types of 
environment. One has no sensing point, and the other 
bas several sensing points. In these examples, OUI objec- 
tive is to compare paths’ evaluation. Therefore, the idea 
of “Exclusion of Risky Path Candidates” (described in 
section 5.3) isn’t considered. 

6.1 Path Generation Using GVG 
To apply proposed evaluation function to robot’s path, 
we use GVG(Generalized Voronoi Grapb)[Z][5] to gener- 
ate candidates of path. lo case of two-dimensional envi- 
ronment, GVG is a set of points equidistant &om two or 
more closest objects, expressed by following equation. 

G(z) = [d; - d j ] ( z )  = 0 (31) 
where d i ( z )  is the closest point within an obstacle i from 
robot’s position 2. An example of GVG is shown in 
Figure 5. 

Usually a start point and a goal point are connected 
to the closest GVG point on GVG edges. To simplify 
the problem, we set each point at a tip of GVG edges 
in this example. Sensing points are connected to the 
closest GVG point on GVG edges. 

Each GVG edge is the path candidate that is the 
furthest from obstacles. Therefore, these are reasonable 
paths for our path evaluation method. 
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Figure 5: Path generation using GVG 

6.2 Target Robot 
In following examples, target robot’s model is the same 
as the robot in section 4.4. Initial values of the error vec- 
tor of the standard deviation (ul,uy, uo) are (l.O[mm], 
l.O[mm], O.l[rad]), and these are non-correlated. 

6.3 Evaluation Example 1 : 
Path Evaluation Using only Odometry 

First, we compare two evaluation values based on a risk 
of collision in two different paths from a start to a goal 
point in Figure 5. In this environment, “PATH A“ is 
longer but wider than ”PATH B”. 

Figure 6-(A1) shows “standard ellipse” (MahaJanobis 
distance is equal to 1) of “PATH A”, and Figure 6-(B1) 
shows “standard ellipse” of “PATH B”. Both are figures 
of reference that an estimated position of the robot b e  
comes worse along both paths. Figure 6-(A2) and (BZ) 
show “maximum ellipse” for a calculation of each path 
evaluation. Each ellipse is expanded until a part of it 
contacts obstacles. Please keep in your mind that the 
MahaJanobis distance Dmo.(z) of each ellipse in (A2) 
and (B2) is various number, and a path evaluation is 
calculated by equation (29). 

By applying our method, the evaluation value U of 
PATH A is 17.85, and that of PATH B is 33.73. From 
these results, “PATH A” is better than “PATH B” from 
the point of view of safety. 

6.4 
Next, we consider a case of environment that includes 
sensing points for position adjustment of mobile robots. 
We assume that a robot can adjust its position by sen* 
ing landmarks of ceiling image. It is reasonable in indoor 
environment, and this method is already working well in 
our laboratory. 

In case that the robot uses this method, its position 
and orientation can be adjusted by one sensing motion. 
However, this method also generates a positioning error 
caused by a sensing error. Therefore, we assume that the 
variance values of positioning error become fixed value 
by this motion. 

6.5 Evaluation Example 2 : 

Next example is shown in Figure 7. It includes two 
sensing points that are located on PATH A in Figure 5 .  

Position Estimation by Vision Sensor 

Path Evaluation with sensing 

?h; I i 

Figure 6: Example of path evaluation 1 
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These sensing points are named SP1 and SP2. 
In these sensing points, we w u m e  that the robot ad- 

justs its position by detecting a ceiling image, described 
in section 6.4. Values of the error vector of the standard 
deviation (uE,uy, 0 6 )  after sensing motion are (l.O[mm], 
l.O[mm], O.l[rad]), and these are non-correlated. 

Table 1 shows the evaluation results of example 2. 
The evaluation result of this example shows that the 
path with sensing at  SP2 only is better than at  SP1 
only 01 at both sensing points. The reason is that the 
robot accessing to SP1 is too close to the obstacle, then 
a risk of collision increases in case of sensing at  SPl. 

From above result, our evaluation method can ex- 
clude inappropriate paths (e.g. a path with risky sensing 
point) based on safety. 

Table 1: The result of path evaluation 2 

evaluation value 
non - s e ns in g 17.85 

only SP2 5.14 
SP1& SP2 6.32 

only SP1 

r 1 
I ‘  ‘ I  

Figure 7 Example of path evaluation 2 

7 Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed “path evaluation method 
based on a risk of collision” in known environment. Each 
path is evaluated by not only a relation between a robot 
and obstacles, but positioning uncertainty of the robot 
that is calculated from its internal parameters. Sensing 
point planning is also considered with the same frame 
of reducing a risk of collision. We also showed examples 
of path evaluation to verify a validity of the method. 

In curreut evaluation method, uncertainty of robot’s 
position is not considered when the robot arrives at  goal 
point and sensing points. In future works, we will add 
an idea to solve this issue for path evaluation. 
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